Abstract
Over recent years, there has been a rapidly increasing interest in the development of microsystems for biological and biochemical analysis. Applications range from the general DNA and protein analysis to basic studies of cellular mechanisms such as neurodegeneration and tumor heterogeneity. The focus of this seminar will be on recent developments in microsystems technologies for cellular analyses from complex media. In particular, this presentation will include the development and demonstration of continuous flow microsystems for separation of biological materials based on magnetic forces generated on the micro and nano scale. Two force mechanisms, paramagnetic and diamagnetic forces, will be utilized as a means of collecting rare cells from complex samples such as blood and dissociated tissue. Additionally, multi-functional microsystems will be discussed that couple the magnetic separation systems with other integrated bioanalytical tools for downstream whole cell analysis. Applications of the technology range from conventional blood analysis such as blood cell counts, to the collection / identification of rare cells such as circulating tumor cells, to the quantification of cellular heterogeneity in tumor tissue.
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